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Dramatis Personae

Marty

A boy with a spoon.

Rustella

A small girl with a cape.

Transom

A small, stuffed dinosaur.

Holly

A girl with a power.



MARTY, holding a spoon and a small stuffed dinosaur, stares at the ground rotating
from right to left.

marty

This is the part of the day I like the best, Transom. Even though we’re on our way home from school,
and that doesn’t take very long, it’s so much better than being around Rustella. She’s so mean!
I didn’t use to be afraid of anything, especially girls that are so short, but she gets on everyone’s
nerves. (Pause.) You’re right. I should stop talking about her. You’re going to be a hit at show
and tell tomorrow! And anyway, this is the best part of the day. The part where we are lifted up
on wings! When anything is possible. When dinosaurs like you can fly!

MARTY throws the doll offstage.

marty

Wow! You really flew far this time!

Enter TRANSOM, in actor form, carrying the doll and dusting himself off.

transom

Only because I didn’t put on my landing gear! I haven’t flown since yesterday. Things are a little
rusty.

marty

Don’t use that word. But you flew so far!

transom

Thank you, Marty! The next time I consider flying I might just need a co-pilot. Might a certain
buddy of mine be up for the job?

marty

You know it!

transom

Tailspin!

TRANSOM turns in a circle, giving MARTY a high-five with his tail.

marty

You’re my best friend, Transom.

transom

I consider it an honor. You are also my best friend.
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marty

What could be wrong? You just flew! And you’re hanging out with your best friend!

MARTY holds a hand aloft for a tailspin to no avail.

transom

I saw what happened on the playground today.

marty

Oh.

transom

Rustella is really mean. Her boots are some kind of weapon surely, as I can’t believe that someone
of her size and stature requires such large footwear.

marty

You saw that, huh?

transom

You mean her foot smashing your face into the playground? Yes. It looked painful.

marty

It was! Oh! It was so painful, Transom!

transom

And that other girl –

marty

What other girl?

transom

Under her other boot.

marty

Holly. Yeah. Rustella thinks that Holly is too tall.

transom

Rustella has issues. I think she needs a friend.

marty

She doesn’t want any friends.
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transom

Everyone wants friends. You know, when I was in school –

marty

Dinosaurs had schools?

transom

– of course we did! You can learn all about it via a historical documentary on VHS! I’m surprised.
What kind of education are you getting these days? A dino named Rex used to terrorize our
playground.

marty

What did you do?

transom

Nothing! Oh, we were so afraid and he was so mean. No one wanted to talk to him at all. He had
more of a biting problem than a stomping problem, but it amounted to pain all the same.

marty

He bit you?

transom

Oh, yeah. I mean one time I was just covered in blood – I mean there was a trail of it from the
playground to my doorstep – absolutelly covered in –

marty

That’s kinda gross.

transom

Are you okay?

marty

Thinking about bl... uh, it makes me a little light headed is all.

transom

Well, he was our bully and it turned out he just needed a friend.

marty

Really?

transom

He didn’t have a great home life. What do you know about Rustella?
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marty

That she hates people.

transom

Well I could have told you that.

MARTY looking out at audience. TRANSOM and doll behind. During this monologue
Rustella, in cape and goggles, steals TRANSOMs.

marty

I don’t know. I mean, she’s a really tiny girl – no taller than this – and she’s got pigtails, prefers pink,
and wears glasses. You can hear her coming from a mile away because of the big boots she always
wears. It doesn’t matter – hallways, grassy fields, snow-covered meadows, or concrete sidewalks –
you can always hear her coming. But she’s so fast. Boot to head speed has to be under a second.
Pain: unbearable. I mean –

MARTY turns around.

marty

Transom? Hey Transom! Where’d you fly off to friend?

MARTY kneels down and touches the ground.

marty

Footprints. Oh no! Rustella! What am I gonna do for show and tell!

BLACKOUT.

RUSTELLA standing in front of a chained up TRANSOM and doll.

rustella

Haha! Ha! Ha! Hahaha! Hahahahaha! Marty has felt the sting of these boots but taking you, his
dinosaur friend, will be the stake in his heart! The tumor in his brain! The... deep cut in his throat!
The wart... inoperable and deadly... on his foot!

transom

You are so evil.

rustella

Bullies aren’t evil. He’ll learn about failure. Bullies are reality. We are a wakeup call for the rest
of the sorry losers to get their acts together. We’re preparation for the real world. We give free
education to those who need it most.
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transom

You’re evil, plain and simple.

rustella

Would an evil princess give so much of herself? And for free? I think not! I’m a part of the system
– one of the many applications on your mobile digitial device – you can’t live without me.

transom

You’re a virus.

rustella

Have you ever seen a virus? They’re quite beautiful close up. Like art. Microscopes are required to
see my beauty. Only those who look close enough can truly see.

transom

I’m pretty close up.

rustella

And?

transom

You just look sad.

rustella

Enough!

RUSTELLA attacks TRANSOM. BLACKOUT.

MARTY kicking the ground aimlessly onstage and swinging his spoon like a sword. Enter
HOLLY.

holly

What are you doing over there?

marty

Mourning my life. Contemplating unhappiness.

holly

What’s wrong? Hey! Rustella isn’t even in school today. Want to play on the swings?
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marty

Rustella isn’t in school because she stole my dinosaur.

holly

Your dinosaur.

marty

Transom. He’s always with me. I was going to bring him for show and tell tomorrow.

holly

Oh, yeah: that.

marty

What?

holly

Rustella calls it your dolly.

marty

Well she calls you a tally.

holly

Fine!

marty

Wait! Wait! I’m sorry. Come back. I’m just not feeling well.

holly

I’m sorry you’re not feeling well. That’s no excuse though.

marty

It isn’t.

A change occurs. HOLLY speaks with her mind.

v.o. holly

Then let’s go rescue your dinosaur.

marty

What?
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v.o. holly

Raise your sword and lead the way.

marty

My sword?

MARTY raises his spoon. It has changed into a sword.

marty

Whoa.

holly

Are you ready?

marty

Were you just talking with your mind?

holly

Quickly, there isn’t much time. The science fair is tomorrow.

They exit. The sound of a crow.

RUSTELLA peering over a sleeping TRANSOM. She wakes TRANSOM with a kick to
the ribs.

transom

Ow!

rustella

Hahaha! Ha! Haha! Ha!

transom

You’re so mean, but Marty will rescue me.

rustella

Marty? Please! Don’t make me laugh again. Hahaha! Ha! Ha!

transom

That’s what best friends do. Don’t you have any friends?
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rustella

Of course I do!

Enter a pony with the head of a lion.

transom

What is that?

rustella

A plion! Pony body, lion head. Deadly.

transom

You’re an evil scientist!

rustella

What will Ms. Montgomery say about my “F” in biological science now? Tomorrow would be my
day in the sun if I cared about school!

transom

Clearly you should have recieved an “A.” That’s plain to see.

rustella

I’m sure she’ll come around once she meets my plion!

transom

Perhaps it should be called a ponion. I mean, there is far more pony than lion in your current
design.

rustella

The pony parts are simply there to lure unsuspecting morons into the lion’s mouth. How do you
not get this? “Ponion?” Please. That’s about as scary as an onion.

transom

Who tells puns. (Pause.) Get it?

rustella

Oh, I get it all right. I get it. But you get this: Marty’s head will be the feast for my plion! And
you – you Transom – will cry like an onion!

transom

Can I at least have a knife to cut the onion?
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rustella

What?

transom

Onions make you cry when you cut them. I don’t know why, but I won’t cry unless I have a knife
to cut them.

rustella

Unstable sulfur when you cut through the onion, mixing the – I know all about it dragon.

transom

Dinosaur.

rustella

Whatever. I’m talking about you crying when I rid the world of Marty.

transom

Oh. (Pause.) Well could I have a knife anyway? For the onion.

rustella

Sure. After I send my plion’s to get Marty! Away!

Blackout. The sound of hundreds of plions galloping/roaring through the darkness. An
owl.

Moonlight. Marty and Holly in the woods. Branches break underfoot.

marty

What’s that?

holly

Just an owl.

marty

Sure sounded scary.

A MOWL – man body/owl head – walks into view from behind.

v.o. holly

Behind you.
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marty

What?

Mowl hoots, loudly, and attacks.

marty

What the – what is that?

v.o. holly

It’s saying it’s “Mowl.”

marty

What do I –

v.o. holly

Swing left!

MARTY does. The MOWL expires.

marty

Where did that come from?

holly

Rustella.

marty

She got an “F” in our science class.

holly

She always said she didn’t deserve it. Maybe –

marty

She’s trying to kill us.

holly

You want to turn back now? She still has Transom.

marty

No, I just –
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holly

Don’t be afraid.

marty

This is something out of a scary book without pictures. You know, the ones that –

holly

I know. Why are you sitting down.

marty

I’m tired and scared.

holly

Of what? The dark? A human body with an owl head?

marty

Failing.

holly

Well you’ll surely fail if you just sit there.

marty

Yeah, but –

holly

Get up! Put in the effort. Do your best. Save your friend! That’s what you’ve got to do Marty.
That’s the only option you have. If you fail, then fail big.

marty

You’re intimidating.

holly

Better than being –

A PLION roars in the distance.

marty

A lion?
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holly

Another experiment of Rustella’s. Over here, quick, I see a door.

Sound of a door opening. Lights up on RUSTELLA and TRANSOM. RUSTELLA gives
TRANSOM an onion and a knife.

rustella

Did you hear that?

transom

What?

rustella

They made it to the castle. My Mowl! No! It must be dead. I was going to show that teacher a
thing or two at the science fair. Oh! I’m so mad!

transom

I told you Marty would rescue me.

rustella

Why don’t you just cut your onion and cry!

A door opens. MARTY and HOLLY enter.

marty

Rustella!

rustella

Marty!

holly

Rustella!

rustella

Holly?

TRANSOM, using the knife to free himself, arises quickly.

transom

Rustella!
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rustella

Transom! How did you get out.

transom

I used the knife as a method of escape instead of a stepping stone towards tears.

rustella

Plion! Where’s my plion?

holly

Lying safely outside.

marty

Tied to a tree.

rustella

No! This isn’t how it’s supposed to go! I hate you, Marty! I hate you too, Holly! I’m indifferent
about the dinosaur.

transom

I’m touched.

rustella

But the two of you have ruined my life.

TRANSOM whispers into Marty’s ear.

holly

You’ve ruined our lives! Do you know how much work it took fix my hair after you stepped on my
head every day?

rustella

Well I was sick of looking up at everyone!

marty

Hey. Hey, Rustella. Hey, how’d you make the plion?

rustella

Leave me alone.
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marty

Transom was just telling me about it. Transom really liked it. How did you do it? It’s amazing.
Are you going to bring it to the science fair?

rustella

I don’t know. I was thinking about it I guess.

marty

You really should.

holly

Marty!

marty

Shh! I’m sorry we hurt your Mowl.

rustella

Can’t blame you really. I sent it to kill you.

marty

Yeah! Ha! Um... that wasn’t so cool.

rustella

Sorry about that. It’s just –

marty

Let’s bring your plion to the science fair.

holly

Marty!

marty

And you can sit with Holly and Me –

transom

And me!

marty

And Transom at lunch tomorrow.
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rustella

You mean it?

RUSTELLA stands up. TRANSOM returns to a stuffed animal. The sword to a spoon.

rustella

I don’t have any friends.

holly

That’s because you tried to kill us.

rustella

I’m sorry.

marty

Here’s your plion.

MARTY pulls a leash. A cat in a costume is on the other end.

holly

That really will be great for show and tell.

rustella

Thanks. She’s not that dangerous.

marty

We know.

Blackout. Scary cat shriek.

END OF PLAY
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